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Editorial

Learning together

O

ne of the lessons that the Covid-10 pandemic has taught us is that
team work and continuous learning are decisive to be able to continue taking a stand against the disease. Over these months, we
have adapted to new circumstances and we have incorporated new
attitudes and ideas to our daily lives that previously we knew nothing about. Amongst these are the tests to diagnose the virus in
our organism. Today, we have all heard about PCR, antigen
and serology tests. In this edition of Compartir we talk to
experts from the laboratories to understand the differences Patients are
between the tests. Doctor Beatriz Candás (Laboratory of the experts in
Hospital de Barcelona) and Doctor Rodolfo Luján (Labora- their own
tory of the Hospital HLA Moncloa) explain that each test has
its limitations and that not all of them can be used in each health and are
clinical situation.
demanding to
Tackling each case in detail is also essential when trea- take part in
ting high blood pressure, a silent disease that kills 9.4 million
people around the world every year. In Spain, hypertension is the decisionone of the most widespread pathologies: 42.6% of the Spani- making
sh population suffers from it. Indications made by the family
practitioner, cardiologist and the endocrinologist offer us a
complete summary of therapeutic decisions to fight against this disease.
The pandemic has also demonstrated some of the weaknesses in the
healthcare system, which must be analysed from the ethical point of view
in order to up-date notions such as equality, solidarity, as well as that of
allegiance when applying certain techniques. We talk about Medicine and
Ethics with Fernando Bandrés and about how to successfully unite the
concepts of ethics, legislation and politics in a thoughtful, considered way.
A step towards the future that is also being led by the patients themselves,
for whom the answers alone are no longer enough. Now they are looking for
contrasted information and asking for second and third medical opinions.
They have become experts in their diseases and they want to take part in
the decision-making regarding their health.
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High blood pressure,
a “silent killer”
9.4 million people die
around the world due
to complications arising from high blood
pressure, a disorder
that generally does
not show any symptoms during the first
years.
by Pilar Maurell
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Most people who suffer from hypertension or high blood pressure do not have any
symptoms, but it causes approximately half
of all the deaths due to strokes or heart attacks around the world, according to the
world Health Organisation. In Spain, high
blood pressure is a very widespread pathology: 42.6% of the Spanish population suffers
from it and 37.4% have not been diagnosed, as
indicated by the study Di@bet.es published
in the Spanish Cardiology Magazine (Revista
Española de Cardiología..
Hypertension occurs when blood pressure
levels are high in a continuous or sustained
manner. If this is not controlled, it may cause
a loss of elasticity in the arteries, hypertrophy

and dilation of the heart, strokes and kidney or
eye lesions. In 95% of the cases, the origin of
what is called primary or essential high blood
pressure is unknown and in a low percentage
of cases, it is caused by another disease.
A person may be hypertensive without
knowing it, which is the reason for the importance of carrying out checkups, particularly from the age of 40 or 45 years. In many
cases, high blood pressure is diagnosed before
there are any symptoms and many patients
do not follow the treatment. A balanced diet,
daily exercise and periodic checkups can help
us to keep our blood pressure under control.
Stopping smoking, limiting alcohol intake and
managing stress healthily way also help. •

Internal medicine, overall care
for hypertensive patients
Having your blood pressure checked regularly, avoiding becoming
overweight and exercising are key elements for fighting against
high blood pressure before it affects any vital organs.
High Blood pressure affects the key organs such as the kidneys, the brain and the
heart. Not detecting it in time can generate
serious diseases. The specific causes for high
blood pressure are not known in most cases,
although they are related to overweight, a sedentary lifestyle, stress and a family history.
A small percentage of high blood pressure is
due to diseases that affect the kidneys, arteries, heart, or the endocrine system. This is
called secondary HBP.
In Medicine there are many specialists who
treat hypertensive patients such as cardiologists, endocrinologists and Internists. Internal
medicine looks after the diseases that affect
different organs in the body when the patients
do not need any surgical operations.
Carmen Martínez Cilleros is an internist at
the Hospital HLS Moncloa and she acknowledges that the first line of detection for high
blood pressure must occur in primary health care, “but many people are not diagnosed,
because it is a disorder that does not produce
any symptoms until it is very advanced.” She
assures that “prevention must be much better,” and she affirms that any person “over
the age of 45 years should check their blood
pressure at least once a year.” “I always check
my patients’ blood pressure,” she adds, “and
although it is true that it might not be the perfect moment to do so because they arrive at the
consulting rooms nervous, or without having
rested properly, it is also true that often they
have high blood pressure without knowing it.”
A CHANGE OF LIFESTYLE
High blood pressure affects many so-called
target organs and “a suitable control is essential, not always using drugs,” the doctor affirms, emphasising: “The most important point
is to try and modify the patient’s lifestyle,
making some good clinical notes, changing
eating habits or reducing excessive weight.”
With these changes and others such as daily

exercise, high blood pressure can be controlled. “If this is not the case and the patient does
not respond, we start with the drugs, firstly
with a single therapy and then, adding drugs
and combinations according to the patient’s
response, “ Martínez Cilleros adds.
Overweight and lack of exercise are very
common in our society. According to the
European Union, 17% of the adult population is obese and this value rises to 52% if
the overweight population is included. This
means that one out of every two adults and
around one out of every three children suffer
from being overweight or obese in Europe.
Additionally, data from Eurostat show that in
Spain we do not carry out the two and a half
hours a week of physical exercise recommended by the World Health Organisation (WHO)
and that 51% of Spaniards do not carry out any
physical activity in the week.
Globally, the WHO also affirms that up to
five million deaths could be prevented per year
with a higher level of physical activity

Carmen Martínez
Cilleros is an
internist at the
Hospital HLA
Moncloa.

Three keys

1

Depending on the age
and on the person,
but in general, when
blood pressure is normal,
the maximum levels of
systolic blood pressure
are between 120-129
mmHg and the diastolic
levels (minimum) are between 80 and 84 mmHG,
according to the Spanish
Heart Foundation. This is
measured using a sphygmomanometer, more
commonly known as a
blood pressure cuff.

2

All adults should
check their blood
pressure periodically. If
it is high, they should
consult a healthcare
professional. Up to the
age of 40 years, blood
pressure should be
taken once every three
years, unless there is a
family history of high
blood pressure. From
the age of 40 or 45
years, blood pressure
should be checked once
a year.

3

With high blood
pressure, it is
essential for patients
to be constant with the
treatments. Data from
the Spanish Hypertension Society (Seh-Lelha)
indicate that 90% of
diagnosed patients do
not follow the recommendations regarding
diet and physical
activity and 50% do not
follow the treatments
prescribed by the professionals.
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by the world population. Additionally,
people with an insufficient level of physical
activity have a 20% to 30% higher death risk
compared to with people who do carry out
physical exercise.
Patients with different types of pathologies related to high blood pressure arrive at
Carmen Martínez Cilleros consulting rooms,
who are treated holistically. “We do a complete
blood analysis and a hormonal study for all the
patients. As internists, we make an evaluation
and we only send them to specialists when there is important damage to the heart or kidney
failure,” she explains.
Although “specialists back us up, carrying
out all the necessary tests,” she adds. However,
there is one specialist that a person who has
been diagnosed with high blood pressure must
always visit, the doctor affirms: the ophthalmologist, “to rule out hypertensive retinopathy, which can reduce the patient’s quality of
life a great deal.” It is a set of alterations that
appear deep in the eye as a result of the presence of high blood pressure. In acute cases
it can cause blurred vision and headaches, or
injuries on the retina in chronic cases, which
is the most frequent presentation of this retinopathy when there is high blood pressure.
SILENT DISEASE
To treat high blood pressure, the patient’s
collaboration is essential, but in the earliest
stages, when there are no symptoms, it is difficult to convince them that they must lead
healthy lifestyle habits. “Many patients take
no notice of our recommendations when we
diagnose them as having high blood pressure
as it has not yet caused any damage to target
organs,” the doctor explains, who acknowledges that over the last decade there has been a
change in the mentality and every day we are
looking after our health better with healthier
diets and exercise.
But the prototype of the patient with high
blood pressure continues being a male, over
55 years of age, overweight and a smoker.
“The genetic part also has an influence, because high blood pressure is inherited and
the doctors always have to ask whether there
is any family history of it,” the doctor recalls.
High blood pressure “is a silent disease in the
beginning, which is the reason for the importance of checking blood pressure once a year,
because I see patients who arrive at my consulting rooms with acute coronary syndrome,
hypertensive, who have evolved over time and
who have not been diagnosed,” the doctor concludes. •
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Overwork affects
the hypertensive
heart
High blood pressure can cause serious heart
diseases if not treated in time. Cardiologists work
together with other specialists and with the primary care nurses to monitor patients.

Ainhoa Torrens
is a cardiologist
from the SCIAS
– Hospital de
Barcelona.

High blood pressure causes the heart
to overwork increasing its thickness. The
hypertrophied muscle pumps the blood
strongly, but its relaxation deteriorates in
such a way that it cannot fill up with blood.
This is when heart failure occurs. The lack of
relaxation affects the left atrium, which dilates and leads to an arrhythmia that is usually
called atrial fibrillation. High blood pressure
is also a cardiovascular risk factor because
it can speed up the forming of atherosclerosis in the arteries, including the coronary
arteries and encouraging the appearance of
ischemic heart disease – angina pectoris or
a heart attack.
Ainhoa Torrens is a cardiologist at the
SCIAS – Hospital de Barcelona and she affirms that many of the patients with high blood
pressure problems are treated in primary
health care. “It is important for hypertensive
patients to go to specialists when it has been
shown that the disease has affected a target
organ, they have a high cardiovascular risk or
it is difficult to control with the medication,”
she explains. Because with a disease such
as high blood pressure, “good monitoring is
essential,” although it is also “important to
make a first evaluation of the patient’s cardiovascular risk,” she acknowledges.
AT THE CONSULTING ROOMS
When a patient with high blood pressure
arrives at the cardiologist’s consulting rooms,
“the first thing we do is to rule out secondary
hypertension – high blood pressure that is not
primary, but rather caused by another disease. And it is particularly important in young

patients who arrive with injuries to the target
organs,” Torrens explains, recalling that in all
cases, “we usually carry out a basic study.”
For the doctor, “high blood pressure must
be treated from the very beginning, making an
evaluation of the initial risk and proposing a
treatment protocol.” And in this treatment
“there has been a change of mentality,” she
affirms. Previously, it was treated with a single drug, adapting the dose to each patient.
“Now we use a combination of two or three
drugs. Because, out of the four or five that we
can use there is a series of combinations that
give us added advantages.” And we try to give
these combinations in a single tablet to guarantee a greater fulfilment of the treatment.
“When you ask the patient to take two or
three tablets, they often give up,” the doctor
acknowledges.
Ainhoa Torrens also emphasises the importance of leading a healthy lifestyle. “There
are a series of simple hygienic-dietary steps
that can help you to reduce the blood pressure
and cardiovascular risk by 20%,” she explains.
Steps such as following a Mediterranean diet,
low in salt and in non-saturated fats, losing
weight and exercising.
Additionally, “all patients from the age of
40 year in men, must have their blood pressure checked periodically.” But in the cases when
it is already high, the doctor recommends an

annual check-up, because “it might be controlled well with hygienic-dietary steps.”
TEAMWORK
And who should carry out the monitoring?
“This depends on the moment of the high
blood pressure and on the response of the patient being treated,” Torrens affirms. “I think
that the family practitioners, who are in the
frontline, play a very important role in chronic diseases. And not only the doctors, the
nurses as well.” These are the people who are
in contact with the patient regularly and “it
is very important in cases of high blood pressure to sit down with them, explain to them
what a salt-free diet means, identifying the
foods that have hidden salt, recommending
other cooking methods and recipes. It is also
essential to explain the health problems that
they could suffer from if they do not follow the
guidelines they are given.”
However, in the cases of patients “with
secondary hypertension injuries, difficulties
to control it or with added heart disease, the
cardiologist must intervene, also monitoring
the patient,” Torrens indicates, for whom the
cardiologist is an important part of the treatment, but not the only part. “It is teamwork,
involving the family practitioner, the internist, the nephrologist, the nurses and also, the
cardiologist. •

The patient
also
participates
“Previously, medicine was very
paternalistic, but now I think
that patients must be more involved, particularly in chronic
diseases such as high blood
pressure,” Torrens affirms.
“If the patient understands
how important the hygienic-dietary steps are; if I
explain why we must control
their blood pressure; that there
is a cardiovascular risk and
that we can prevent many
diseases, they are more likely
to stick to the treatment more,”
she adds. “When I give them
drugs, I also like to explain
why, the advantages they have
and what the side effects are.”
Involving the patient “means
that they have greater control
over the disease,” Torrens
concludes.
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Exercise and a diet rich in
anti-inflammatory foods
The best strategy to reduce blood pressure is to
eat healthily and lose weight with daily physical
activity, although a great deal more education
must be carried out from the Medical Universities
and the educational centres.

Teresa Lajo
is head of the
endocrinology
service at the HLA
Moncloa.

Amongst the secondary causes of high
blood pressure are those of the endocrine
system, caused by hyperthyroidism, hyperparathyroidism or Cushing’s Syndrome. These
may make up 10% of high blood pressure cases
in the general population, while, in children,
hypertension derived from the endocrine system is rare and is normally caused by genetic
diseases or tumours. This is characterised by
serious high blood pressure that does not respond to the conventional treatment.
Teresa Lajo is the head of the endocrinology service at the HLA Moncloa, in Madrid and she states that in her consulting
rooms “the most common patients I see
are hypertensive due to hyperthyroidism
or hyperparathyroidism.” In the first case,
it occurs when the thyroid gland produces
more thyroid hormones than the body needs;
whilst hyperparathyroidism occurs when the
parathyroid glands in the neck produce too
many parathyroid hormones that pass into
the blood flow.
Whether it is due to a prior disease or
due to other reasons, the doctor advises
tackling high blood pressure with diet and
physical exercise “not only aerobic exercise,
but also weightlifting and toning exercises.”
We should try to stay fit whatever our age
or physical condition with activities such
as walking, running, cycling or swimming;
also with other types of exercises to tone
and strengthen our muscles, such as squats,
lunges, planks or crunches.
LOW SALT DIET
Regarding the diet, for Teresa Lajo it is important that it is not only hypocaloric (low
in calories), “to lose weight, which is fundamental, but also low in sodium and rich in
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anti-inflammatory products that can help
us to control the blood pressure, for example
onions, bilberries, seeds and some spices,”
such as oregano or rosemary. Other foods
with anti-inflammatory properties that we
can add to our diet are ginger, broccoli, walnuts, cherries or spinach.
To maintain a healthy weight, Doctor
Lajo also recommends “a diet rich in Omega
3, foods rich in potassium and lots of fruit,
vegetables and pulses.” We must also avoid
refined sugars and change saturated fats for
healthier products such as dried fruit, avocados, seeds and olive oil.
The doctor affirms that more and more
people are aware of the need to eat a healthy diet and exercise, but there is still a lot of
work to do. “I am a teacher at the Universidad Europea and very little time is spent by
teachers on the subject of endocrinology and
nutrition in all the universities, just an hour
or two and it is not specific for each patholo-

= “We are still not able to

transmit to future doctors
the importance of healthy
lifestyle habits and above
all, of nutrition to control
pathologies such as high blood
pressure”

gy. We are still not able to transmit to future
doctors the importance of healthy lifestyle
habits and above all, of nutrition to control
pathologies such as high blood pressure.”
OBESITY AND OVERWEIGHT
A situation that is repeated in the educational system, because there are still vending
machines with cakes and crisps in schools.
Our education system is also not doing what
it should,” Lajo concludes. And the fact is
that according to the latest data from the
Nutritional Study of the Spanish Population, around 40% of Spanish children between the ages of three and eight years are
obese or overweight. Additionally, only four
out of every 10 children in Spain do the daily
exercise recommended by the WHO. Lack
of physical exercise predisposes patients to
suffer from overweight, high blood pressure, high cholesterol levels and diabetes, the
Spanish Heart Foundation warns.•

The best diets for
health, the
Mediterranean
and the DASH
Every January the
‘US News & World
Report’ publishes a
list of the best diets
based on the criteria
of a panel of health
experts, who give
priority to the fact
that they are easy to
follow, nutritional,
safe, and effective
for losing weight
and that they protect
against diseases
such as diabetes or
heart disease. The
Mediterranean diet
is the one that has
obtained the best
score in 2021 – as it
has over the past
four years, on this
index endorsed by
the prestigious University of Harvard.
The second one is
the DASH, created
in the 1990s by the
Health Institutes of
the United States to
help tackle dietary
problems causing
high blood pressure.
The report emphasises that people
living in the Mediterranean live longer
and are less prone
than the Americans

to suffer from cancer
or heart disease. The
experts acknowledge that this is due to
an active life, weight
control and a diet
low in red meat,
sugar and saturated
fats, and high in fruit
and vegetables. The
Mediterranean diet
offers many benefits,
including better
heart and brain health and it prevents
cancer and diabetes,
as well as chronic diseases such as high
blood pressure.
The second diet chosen by the panel of
experts is the DASH,
(Dietary Approaches
to Stop Hypertension). It is a balanced
diet that is based on
eating fruit, vegetables, whole grains,
lean proteins,
low fat dairy

products
and foods rich in the
minerals calcium,
potassium and
magnesium, which
encourage drops in
blood pressure. The
diet recommends a
particular control
over the amount of
salt used for cooking and it advices
against foods that
have a high content
of saturated fats –
such as fatty meat,
whole fat dairy foods
and coconut and
palm oils, along with
sugary drinks and
sweets. It also recommends reducing processed or precooked
products. The flexitarian diet is another
of the ones chosen
by the experts. It is a
diet rich in fruit and
vegetables and vegetable proteins that
allows meat or fish
to be eaten occasionally.
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Covid-19 Diagnosis: tests
and how to differentiate
between them
There are several types of test to detect the virus: PCRs, antigen tests and
serology are the best known ones. But, when should each test be used?
How should the results be interpreted? We talk to Doctor Beatriz Candás
(Laboratory of the Hospital de Barcelona) and Doctor Rodolfo Luján
(Laboratory of the Hospital HLA Moncloa) to understand the differences.
by Sergio Escartín
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Controlling the transmission of SARSCoV-2 would not have been possible without the use of new techniques for the
early diagnosis of the disease. These are
the so-called Covid tests, which are divided
up into two groups: the direct diagnosis techniques, which allow the microorganism
or part of its structure to be detected in a
sample (PCR/antigen) and the indirect
diagnosis techniques, which allow the immunological response that is generated in
the relation with the pathogen to be detected (serology). The figures show clearly
show that without these diagnosis tests it
would not have been possible to face up to
the pandemic. From March, 2020 to the end
of January, 2021 in Spain over 34 million
tests have been carried out and over two
thirds of them were PCRs. Reducing the
response time for a clear, efficient and fast
diagnosis is one of the greatest challenges in
order to detect and stop possible outbreaks,
along with improving the diagnosis tests. A
goal that would be impossible without the
work carried out by the laboratories and
their professionals. Dr. Beatriz Candás, a
Clinical Biochemistry specialist and head of
the service at the clinical laboratory of the
Hospital de Barcelona; and Dr. Rodolfo
Luján Marca, Technical Manager of the
Laboratory belonging to the Hospital
Univsitario HLA Moncloa and Corporate Technical Manager at Microbiologia Analiza, have led two laboratories that have accumulated over
100,000 tests since the beginning

of the pandemic. In ‘Compartir’ we have
talked to them in order to understand the
diagnosis tests and their differences. Each
one has its limitations and not all of them
can be used for each clinical situation.
HOW MANY TESTS ARE THERE TO
DETECT COVID-19?
Currently there are four types of diagnosis
tests to detect SARS-CoV-2, the virus that
causes the Covid-19 disease. “It is very important to choose each of them according to
the situation to be dealt with. We could say
that currently we have the following studies
available: RNA detection by PCR, detection
of viral antigens (Ag), detection of total antibodies (Ab) and detection of IgM or IgG
antibodies,” Dr. Candás explains. Dr. Luján
also points out the studies on the detection
of the response of the memory T-cells (cell
immunity) for immune studies. “The humoral response (antibodies) against this
virus disappears some time after the onset
of the infection, but the one that is based
on the T-cells may remain for years.”

Are the so-called Fast PCRs reliable?
The only negative point of the
PCR test is the time it takes to
obtain a result sometimes. For
this reason there are also the
so-called fast or urgent PCRs, new
tests that are used particularly
in hospitals and with a diagnosis
efficiency that is similar to the
traditional PCR. “There is a test
that uses very similar technology,
providing very reliable results
in 20-30 minutes with a very low

percentage of false negatives,” Dr.
Luján explains. “The preparation
of the sample before processing
it takes just one minute and its
advantage, in addition to the
speed, is its ease of use. Once the
sample has been taken, it is put
into the test cartridge containing
the reagents and it is placed in
the laboratory’s machine for 20
minutes.” This test still requires
technical personnel.
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= In 2020, the Hospital
Universitario HLA
Moncloa carried out
66,548 PCRs; 73,802
serology tests and
6,702 antigen tests

= Since the start of

the pandemic until
January of this year,
the Hospital de
Barcelona has carried
out 15,505 PCRs; 1,099
antigen tests and 1,862
serology tests

THE PCR TECHNIQUE
This is the most commonly used test to detect the virus from respiratory samples. It
requires professional personnel to carry
it out and the waiting time for the result is
around five hours. What does it consist of?
The PCR is a molecular biology technique
that is used in a clinical context, both in the
diagnosis of infectious diseases and in the
diagnosis of genetic diseases. Its function in
the area of infections is to detect the presence of genetic material from microorganisms.
The letters PCR correspond to Polymerase
Chain Reaction,” Beatriz Candás explains.
The reliability of the PCR is virtually total, but at times it depends on the patient’s
clinical history, on their surroundings and
on the date of the onset of the symptoms.
For this reason, Dr. Luján points out that
“the PCR has its limitations. The sensitivity
depends on the viral load, varying between
80% and 95%, depending on different fac-

The response times
The fastest of all is the antigen
test, which takes between 1520 minutes and it only offers
qualitative results. Similarly,
the so-called PCR Fast offers
results in 20 or 30 minutes. On
the other hand the conventional
PCR needs around five hours.

Serology or search for antibodies can also be obtained in 15
minutes for a qualitative result,
when the test is on capillary
blood, whilst if the CLIA test is
chosen, this takes 30 minutes.
In the case of ELISA, this takes
over 3 hours.

tors – basically the quality of the sample
and the moment it is taken. The samples
that give the best yield are the nasopharyngeal ones.”
In simple terms, if the result is positive, the infection is confirmed, although
Dr. Candás warns of the importance of the
times and of the interpretation of the results: “Although in some patients the virus
is detected beyond day 10, the viral load is
around 100-1,000 times lower, which would
suggest a low transmission capacity at this
time. Additionally, from the sixth day after
the onset of symptoms, the absence of infective virus has been shown. This seems
to indicate that in people with slight symptoms, after the first week from the onset of
symptoms the probability of transmitting
the infection to others would be very low,
even when the virus is still detectable by
PCR, probably linked to the appearance of
the immune response.”
ANTIGEN TESTS
In the same way as the PCR, the antigen
test seeks to detect the current presence of
the virus in the patient. The technique for
collecting the sample is also similar (swab)
and in this case a protein that is found on the
surface of the virus is sought. The advantages of this test, according to Candás, “are the
speed of carrying it out, no qualified personnel are needed and it has as good diagnosis
sensitivity in symptomatic patients, particularly 2-5 days from the onset of symp-

The tests of the future: simpler and faster
The Covid-19 pandemic has transformed the diagnosis systems. It is
predictable that in the near future
new fast, reliable tests appear.
“According to the evolution of the
pandemic, the mutations of the
virus and the need for diagnosis
tests, the in vitro diagnosis industry
must provide new developments,
particularly regarding analysis
speed and a cheapening the costs.
The incorporation of ready for use
procedures with lyophilised reagents, with a lower risk of exposure
for the personnel are the future
lines for tackling this pandemic, a
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great challenge for the laboratories,”
the manager of the laboratory of the
Hospital de Barcelona states.
In the same way that the race for
the vaccine speeded up the processes aimed at obtaining protection
as soon as possible, the route for
detecting the virus earlier and
heading off any possible outbreaks
is also moving forward at great
speed. “There are new technological
approaches and mass spectrometry
systems are being developed for
fast diagnosis of infection by SARSCoV-2. With PCRs, genetic markers
are detected, but with mass spec-

trometry viral proteins and the immune response may be detected. It
is based on the idea that each gene
codifies a protein. This technology
detects molecules in the samples,
enabling the proteins present to be
identified in a question of seconds.
Each protein has its specific molecular mass or weight. The equipment
can highlight these specific proteins in the virus by differentiating
between the different masses. Even
when there are mutations in the
microorganism, proteins that have
not undergone any changes can be
identified,” Dr. Luján explains.

toms.” On the other hand, the sensitivity of this trial is
not as good if it is carried out once this period of time
has passed. “From this moment onwards, the sensitivity
starts to decrease. In addition, in asymptomatic patients
there is more controversy in the sensitivity data. It is less
sensitive than the PCR, showing a higher percentage of
false negatives,” Dr. Luján indicates. A positive result indicates the presence of the virus at this moment. If this
causes illness, it must be compared with clinical data.
Not all patients with detection of AARS-.CoV-2 genetic
material will develop Covid-19.
SEROLOGY TESTS
Our organism produces antibodies when it has been in
contact with a virus. Serology tests seek to find past
infections and to do this, a blood sample needs to
be obtained. But not all of them are the same, nor
do they offer the same accuracy in their results.
“There are tests that detect total antibodies (IgG
+IgM) without differentiating between them
and others that detect both types separately.
The former can be carried out using capillary
blood obtained from pricking a finger, but they
are qualitative tests that do not quantify the
amount of antibodies. If we use serum or
plasma we can differentially quantify each
of the immunoglobulins,” Lujan explains.
Knowing exactly which antibodies we have
generated and their levels is decisive for

This is how the antibodies evolve after infection
It represents the levels of immunoglobulins during the 3 phases of SARS-CoV-2.
Asymptomatic Phase

3 - 14 days

SARS - COV-2 ARN

Symptomatic Phase

Recovery

28 days
13-21 days

IgM
IgG

5-7 days
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Health Covid-19 tests
discovering the state of the disease. “To do
this there are the ELISA (enzyme immunoassay) and CLIA (chemiluminescence)
techniques. The CLIA test is faster and both
offer greater sensitivity and specificity than
the fast tests (capillary blood). The Spanish
Immunology Society (SEI) informs us that
once the infection has occurred, IgM antibodies can be generated in the first place (starting to rise after 5-7 days), although they
usually make the laboratory tests positive
after 8-14 days. The IgG start to appear after
15-21 days,” the Technical Manager of the
Laboratory at the Hospital Universitario
HLA Moncloa explains. •

Interpretation of the results
All the tests and results must be interpreted by a healthcare profession, who must evaluate the onset and
duration of symptoms, the patient’s clinical history and the epidemiological situation in each case.
The reports of the laboratory results
offer explanatory keys in each test to be
able to understand them, but not everyone interprets them correctly. Patients
aspire to having a negative PCR as a
response to not having the virus, although this result does not always certify the situation one hundred percent.
“A clear example would be that of a
close contact with an infected patient.
If we do a PCR before 4-5 days and it
gives a negative result, we could falsely
believe that we are not infected, when
really we could be. It is always good
to have the evaluation and opinion of
a healthcare professional,” Dr. Luján
advises. The same happens with the
serology results. “They must be interpreted from the onset of the symptoms
and not only with the results. In the
case of a positive IgM and IgG result,
the antigen or PCR test must also be
evaluated. We could find patients who
have passed the infection after 15 days
and who have antibodies, but who still
give a positive PCR result and continue
to be carriers of the virus,” Dr Candás
warns. On the other hand, “if the PCR
or antigen tests are negative and 15
days have passed since the onset of the
infection, it could be considered that
the infection has passed and antibodies
have been generated for immunity,”
laboratory manager from the Hospital
de Barcelona concludes.
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Guide for interpreting the results from PCR
and serological tests
PCR

-

IgM

IgG

PCR

IgM

IgG

-

-

+

-

+

Negative

+

Final phase of the infection

-

-

Window period*

+

-

+
+

+

Early state with false negative

-

-

Early stage of the infection

+

+
-

+

Infection passed and healed

+

Active phase of the infection

-

+

+

Disease in evolution

IgM (-) / IgG (-): I ndicates negative for infection, but a PCR should be carried

out.
IgM (-) / IgG (+): Indicates that the infection has passed.
IgM (+) / IgG (+): Indicates that the infection is recent.
IgM (+) / IgG (-): Indicates that the infection is in an acute phase.
* Time that passes between a person becoming infected and the diagnosis tests detecting the infection.
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Brief news
The ASISA Group continues its expansion
and is opening its first clinic in Portugal
The new ASISA Clinic in Lisbon will house the activity of ASISA Dental
and over the year 2021, it will extend its services to new specialities.
The ASISA Group has opened
its first company-owned clinic in
Lisbon, Portugal. This opening
is framed within ASISA’s growth
and expansion plans in Portugal,
where the company is present on
the Life and Non-life Insurance
market.
This new ASISA Clinic, located
on the Avenida Duque d’Avila 185
A 1050-082 Lisbon (very close
to Praça Saldanha), will initially
open its installations to the ASISA Dental activity and over 2021,
it will add new medical specialities
(general medicine, paediatrics, gynaecology or dermatology) as well
as the cosmetic and nutrition services that ASISA Care offers.
AN ADVANCED CLINIC
ASISA Dental will have 7 surgeries, equipped with the latest
technology to carry out the most
advanced oral diagnosis and treatment techniques, including preventive treatments, surgery and
implants, orthodontics and invi-

The ASISA Clinic
está ubicadada en
is located on the
Avenida Duque
d’Avila 185 A
1050-082 in Lisbon,
very close to Praça
Saldanha.

sible orthodontics, in addition to
emergency work and oral cosmetic work (whitening, veneers, etc.)
To do this, the clinic will follow the
quality standards held by the rest
of the ASISA Dental care network,
which holds the ISO 9001 Quality
certificate.
Likewise, the clinic will have
the strictest protocols to guarantee the safety of both patients and
healthcare professionals against
COVID-19. •

The HLA Clinic El Rosario de Albacete creates
the Multidisciplinary Women’s Unit
The HLA Clinic Nuestra Señora del Rosario de Albacete has started up a Women’s Unit, a multidisciplinary
space to care for pathologies that specifically affect
women. The centre has invested over 400,000 Euros
to house this unit, integrated by different specialists
to care for pathologies specifically affecting women
and offering services of dermatology, gynaecology and
obstetrics, plastic surgery, for both cosmetic and repair
work, dietetics and nutrition. The new service offers
preventive treatments, as well as diagnoses, cosmetic
and reconstructive surgery. •
16 Compartir

• ASISA view. The pandemic

has changed many aspects
of our society. To analyse
these changes and try to
understand the magnitude
of their consequences, Fundación ASISA has organised
a cycle of webinars titled
“The ASISA View: a strict
approach to the pandemic”,
in which specialists from the
different university professorships that make up the
AISA University Professorship Network have debated
the impact of the epidemic
in different areas. In this way,
the Fundación ASISA seeks
to pass on the views from
the academic world to society to encourage an informed,
calm debate that allows
the reality to be rigorously
analysed and to alleviate the
uncertainty that coronavirus
has caused.

• Doctoralia Awards. The

doctors from the Hospital
HLA Inmaculada, Isabel
Fernández de Alba, specialising in Allergology and
Adela Sáez, General Surgeon and Coordinator of the
General Area of Surgery of
the HLA in Granada, have
won the ‘Doctoralia Awards
2020’, as the best professionals in their respective
specialities. These awards
are a recognition for the
work carried out by health
professionals and they are
selected according to patients’ assessments and voted on by their professional
colleagues, based on criteria
of performance, curriculum
and experience.

The Emergency Coordinating Centre
(CCU) celebrates its 25th anniversary
Amongst its services, the
CCU coordinates transfers
in healthcare transport;
it gives medical
attention by telephone
24/7 and it manages
ASISA’s Dr. Virtual.
ASISA’s Emergency Coordinating Centre (CCU in its Spanish initials), is celebrating 25 years
since its establishment in 1995,
when the Homecare Network
(RAD in Spanish) was created.
Over these years, this unit, which
was set up to give medical homecare to insurance policyholders in
the city of Madrid, has increased
its functions and has become the
current CCU, an essential element
in ASISA’s comprehensive emergency care.
The development of the CCU
allows ASISA policy holders access, through a call to a free, single
telephone number, from anywhere in Spain, to a first care response for any health problem, ranging

The National Police Force
acknowledges the work by the ASISA

Central office of ASISA’s Emergency
Coordinating Centre.

from a mundane pathology to a
real emergency. On the other end
of the telephone there is a team of
emergency medical technicians,
who answer the emergency calls
24 hours a day, 365 days a year and
they have the continuous support
of coordinator doctors to assign
the most suitable resources for
each patient. Over these years,
ASISA’s Emergency Coordinating
Centre has undergone a constant
transformation to adapt to the
technology and incorporate the
latest tools. •

From left to right:
Jorge Manuel Martí, Head of the Madrid Police Force;
Myriam Pallarés,
General Manager
of Muface; Dr.
Francisco Ivorra,
Chairman of the
ASISA Group; Dr.
José Vilella, ASISA
Medical Care Manager; Jaime Ortiz,
ASISA Sales and
Marketing Manager; César Gozalbo,
ASISA Manager in
Castellón.

The National Police Force has
awarded several distinctions to different executives from the ASISA
Group, amongst them, its Chairman, Dr. Francisco Ivorra, in recognition for the work that ASISA and
the HLA Group carried out during
the first wave of the COVID-19 pandemic, caring for the members of
the National Police Force.
The Chairman of the ASISA
Group, Dr. Francisco Ivorra, the
delegate in Guadalajara, Dr. Roberto Ramírez Parenteau and the Manager in Castellón, César Gozalbo
received the Police Cross of Merit
with a White Band. The Medical
Care Manager, Dr. José Vilella and
the Sales and Marketing Manager,
were distinguished for ASISA’s
commitment to caring for police
workers during the first wave of
COVID-19. •

Tribune
Pandemic masks
Dr. José Abad, psychiatrist, general coordinator of Lavinia
and ASISA delegate in Valladolid, shares his view with
readers of Compartir, of how the coronavirus pandemic
has changed human relations.
“If when leaving the house, a
few months ago, we had seen everyone wearing masks, we would have
been very surprised. Amazed and
astonished by this incredible unreality, we would try to make sense
of it: a bad dystopian dream? Per-

haps a theatrical festival? No, this
cannot be the case; it is all in my
imagination! I am seeing visions!
However, today we contemplate
this compulsory, necessary masking as completely normal and in
line with the situation....”

Read the complete
article by Dr. Abad
here:
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Rapid antigen tests at home
Assistència Sanitària offers a testing at home service, using its Home Emergency Service (SUD in its
Spanish initials). In this way, it is quickly attending and isolating patients diagnosed with Covid-19.
As an extra tool in addition
to all the other steps implanted
to tackle the coronavirus pandemic, in November Assistència
Sanitària started carrying out rapid antigen tests using the Home
Emergency Service (SUD), which
allows people diagnosed with Covid-19 to be attended and isolated,
quickly and safely.
The protocol is activated by the
request for a medical visit made to
the SUD by a patient with symptoms of what might be Covid-19.
When the doctor makes the visit
and considers that there is a clinical suspicion of the disease, a sample collection team is requested
to come to the house on the same
day to take the samples. The result is available immediately,
which allows positive cases to be
treated and isolated immediately,
as well as testing all the insured
people living with the patient, who
are present in the house. People
who are not present in the house
at the moment of the diagnosis
are referred to the Assitència Sanitària-Remei Medical Centre,
which specialises in sample collection for Covid-19 screening
and is located in the Clínica del

Home testing
Assistència Sanitària’s Home Emergency Service
helps the carrying
out of rapid testing
at home.

Remei in Barcelona, where they
can carry out antigen tests after
requesting a visit.
Since the beginning of the coronavirus pandemic, Assistència
Sanitària has attended thousands
of people affected by Covid-19, or
who have symptoms. Now the
Assistència Sanitària-Remei centre has been opened for carrying
out pre-surgical PCR tests and
contact screening using antigen
tests and agreements have been
reached with several laboratories to offer voluntary PCR and

antigen tests at reduced prices
for the insured people who want
them. At the same time, different
backup steps have been provided
for the insured population, such
as healthcare professionals and
associated centres.
As a whole, these measures
have allowed top quality care offer
to be guaranteed for all the insured people, making their access to
health services easy and fast and at
the same time minimising the negative impact of the pandemic on
the doctors and health centres. •

New reinforcements in the mother and child unit
Exclusively for insured people from Assistència Sanitària and based at the Hospital de Barcelona, a set of activities has
been started up aimed at accompanying,
advising and empowering pregnant women and their partners, from pregnancy
to postpartum. The three main points are
the antenatal courses (with body posture,
body rolling and mindfulness practices),
18 Compartir

the breastfeeding group with a professional expert in charge and the pelvic floor
sessions for muscle toning. Simultaneously, a highly specialised consulting surgery
in paediatric arrhythmia and congenital
family heart disease has been created,
which helps with the complicated therapy handling of cases that are difficult to
diagnose. •

Brief News
Virtual visit of the “blaugrana” kings to the Hospital de Barcelona

The boys and girls staying in Assistència Sanitària’s reference centre received
an injection of excitement and happiness during the Christmas holidays, thanks
to the players from the first football team of FC Barcelona, as well as their trainer,
Ronald Koeman. For almost two hours, they chatted in a relaxed way by computer
link, owing to the prevention measures imposed by Covid-19. Additionally, coinciding
with the meeting, gifts from the Barcelona football players arrived for the youngest
patients in the centre. •

•C
 hristmas cards with va-

lues from the heart.
Every year, the companies
from the Assistència Group
collaborate with organisations from the Third Sector to
create Christmas cards. The
users of the Icària special
work centre are responsible
for the designing, production
and handling of this year’s
Christmas card. Icària, established in Barcelona in 1976, is
an organisation that works for
the inclusion of disabled people and other groups at risk of
exclusion. Currently, it has 104
workers and 226 people being
cared for.

Assistència Sanitària is launching the second invoice
payment postponement plan due to Coronavirus
Assistència Sanitària is upholding its categorical
commitment to beating coronavirus and minimising
its effects on citizens, adapting to the current situation and quickly implanting steps. For this reason,
continuing with the plan started last spring, people
affected by furloughing or unemployed and self-employed workers who have recorded drops in income
as a result of the economic effects of Covid-19, can
apply for the cost-free postponement of the invoices for the months of March, April and May for their
health insurance.
Taking health insurance as a basic service, and even
more so in the current context, Assistència Sanitària
wants to help its insured population in this exceptional situation and it is giving priority to responding to
the needs of each particular case. To benefit from the
new flexibilisation plan, which completely maintains
the policy’s cover and conditions, those interested just
have to access the private area of the web site and fill
in an invoice postponement application form with the
corresponding accrediting documentation.•

•C
 onsulting room for sexua-

lly transmitted diseases.
In order to give a categorical,
effective response to the
increase in sexually transmitted diseases, Assistència
Sanitària and the Hospital de
Barcelona have started up a
specialised service that offers
confidentiality and experience in this area. The consulting
room has unified criteria,
up-dated protocols and it works online with the rest of the
organisation’s medical staff, as
well as with the laboratories
from the Hospital de Barcelona and BIOPAT’s microbiology services.
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Health, on the agenda for the G20
to tackle post-Covid recovery
A group of experts in health and life sciences will analyse the
future challenges and will prepare recommendations to improve
healthcare systems, along with the development of professionals.
In the current pandemic context, in which the healthcare systems are facing up to unprecedented challenges, it would be difficult
to understand that the current
Italian presidency of the G20, starting on the 1st of December, had not
included health as a priority on the
agenda of this organism that brings
together the most important economies in the world.
Taking on Germany’s legacy,
which promoted the First Health
Initiative at the heart of the Business 20 Group, known as B20 in
2017, the group of experts in Health
and Social Sciences was established.
Amongst others Dr. Carlos Zarco,
General Manager of the Fundación
Espriu will take part, representing
the International Healthcare Cooperatives Organisation, of which he
is also the chairman.
Since the financial crisis of
2007, the Heads of State and Governments from the G20 have met
up on a yearly basis to tackle the
main global challenges. At these
summits, a process of meetings
and debates on different subjects is
developed, in which international
companies and organisms also take
part, aimed at preparing economic
policy recommendations that are
transmitted to the governments of
the participating countries. This is
the so-called B20, which is aimed
at supporting the G20 through a
consolidated representation of
different interests and sectors,
proposing recommendations and
establishing a dialogue between the
public and private sectors.
20 Compartir

The coronavirus crisis is unleashing a change of paradigm, in
which health is a compulsory requirement for any development
of society, both socially and economically. For this reason, the
group of experts in health and
life sciences of the B20 proposes
analysing these future challenges

and contributing to post-covid-19
recovery.
To do this, they will debate how
to speed up and support access
to innovation and how to move
towards healthcare that takes full
advantage of the new technologies
to improve access to healthcare,
quality and clinical results, at the
same time optimising healthcare
expenditure.
The experts will also prepare
recommendations to encourage
the sustainability of the healthcare systems and the development of
healthcare professionals. Another
of the health group’s priorities will
be to design new organisational formulas that promote public-private
collaboration. •

The G20

The Group of 20 is the international
cooperation forum that brings together
19 countries (Argentina, Australia, Brazil, Canada, China, France, Germany,
Italy, India, Indonesia, Japan, Mexico, the
Korean Republic, Russia, Saudi Arabia,
South Africa, Turkey, the United Kingdom and the United States), in addition
to the European Union as an economic
block. Spain, in spite of being amongst the
20 largest economies in the world is not

an official member of the group, although it regularly participates as a permanent guest. Its members present 80% of
the world GDP, 75% of the trade and 60%
of the population. The last summit of the
G-20 was held, virtually, in Riyadh (Saudi Arabia). From the 21st to the 22nd of
November, 2020, the member countries
agreed at their meetings to provide the
necessary funds to finance access by the
poorest countries to Covid-19 vaccines. •

Solidarity and experiences at the
virtual assembly of the IHCO
The annual meeting of the International Health Cooperatives
Organisation included the participation of experts from all over the
world, along with Dr. Carlos Zarco, Director of the Fundación Espriu.
On the 28th of October, delegates from eleven countries
took part in the annual assembly of
the International Health Cooperatives Organisation, IHCO, which is
currently being led by the Fundación Espriu This time, owing to the
pandemic, the meeting was held by
video conference.
During his intervention, Dr.
Carlos Zarco, who has presided
over the organisation since 2017,

Action plan for 2021
The organisation will concentrate on making
people aware of the most important contributions that the cooperative company model can
bring to health systems, at the same time as making inter-cooperation amongst the associates
easier. The international organism will also work
on becoming a platform of knowledge devoted to
compiling, producing and sharing information
about the cooperative healthcare model.

La Fundación Espriu, prominent amongst
the healthcare cooperatives around the world
The World Cooperative Monitor report has emphasised the
scope and growth of the activity of
the institutions forming the Fundación Espriu. The report, published
by the International Cooperative
Alliance and the European Research Institute on Cooperatives
and Social Enterprises, compiles
data from the 300 largest cooperatives in the world and amongst
them it classified the Fundación
Espriu network in second place in
the healthcare ranking according

to invoicing volume, managing to
maintain the position it held from
the previous year.

emphasised the incredible difficulties the healthcare sector has had
to face up to this year all over the
world. However, he recalled that
for many years cooperativism has
shown its capacity to overcome
crises and added that “the current
context of transformation provides cooperatives with new expansion opportunities in the field of
health.”
The participants in the assembly transmitted a message of solidarity to all those affected by Covid-19 and they expressed “their
maximum recognition to all the
healthcare professionals who
have been concentrating all their
efforts, commitment and dedication for many months to fighting
the healthcare emergency created
by the pandemic.”
The diversity of organisations
that make up the IHCO conferred
special interest to the exchange of
experiences. The executives from
these companies presented the different strategies that have been
designed to face up to the pandemic, as well as the lessons learned
in healthcare management in view
of the sudden increase in demand
for services. •

The report also establishes a
classification taking the per capita
income of the country where the
cooperative carries out its activity
into account. This indicator, which
in the case of the Fundación Espriu
puts it in fifth place, shows the size
of the company in terms of Spanish
productivity and economic development.
According to the report, the
economic turnover of the Top
300 cooperatives as a whole rises
to 1.77 billion Euros. Taking their
geographical location into account,
88 companies are on the American
continent, 166 in Europe and 46 in
the region of Asia and the Pacific. •

Download
here the World
Cooperative
Monitor report
2021:
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Ethics for healthcare
in the 21st century
The pandemic has shown the system’s weaknesses that must be
analysed from an ethical point of view in order to up-date notions such
as equality, solidarity and allegiance regarding certain techniques.
by Pilar Maurell

A

t top speed, with virtually no information
and using drugs that
have been shown to be
ineffective such as Remdesivir. This was what
the first wave caused by
Covid-19 was like for
healthcare personnel.
A year later and in the
midst of the third wave,
there are three vaccines approved
and there are known protocols to
follow, as well as the basic treatment for the disease. But the ICUs
are still full and the healthcare workers are exhausted. The pandemic
has challenged the ethics of the professionals and has generated questions that must be put on the table.
These are some of the conclusions
reached by the 13th International
Seminar on Biomedicine, Ethics
and Human Rights organised by
ASISA, along with the Universidad
Complutense de Madrid (UCM) and
held on its premises, in which Doctor Fermando Bandrés a professor
from the Faculty of Medicine from
this university took part. Bandrés
added another challenge: that of
‘technologisation’.
“The rules tell us what we must
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do and ethics, what we should do,”
he explains. “And the pandemic has
taught us that we have to resolve
questions such as decision-making,
recovery and up-dating the notion
of equality or the concept of solidarity, as well as that of allegiance,
when applying certain techniques.”
WEAKNESS AND THREATS
For the doctor, “the pandemic has
allowed us to detect the weaknesses
that considered in the healthcare
system, because it has been shown
that we have less skill and capacity
than we think.” And for this reason,
“a critical analysis must be carried
out in terms of the system’s need
and strengths, as well as the threats.
Because healthcare is not going to
be the same after the pandemic as
it was before it,” he states.
For Bandrés, the problem lies
in who will lead this change. “One
of the characteristics of ethics to
promote a scientific leadership,
with scientific being understood
as that which produces knowledge,
shares it and stimulates others,” he
states while he affirms that we have
a scientific, technological and techno-scientific leadership crisis. “The
pandemic has brought out both the

best and the worst of us as a society
and it is the time to unite ethics, legislation and politics in a thoughtful,
considered way.” And “Ethics are
very helpful when decisions have to
be made regarding what healthcare
must be like in the 21st century.”
The doctor recalls that in August
2020, the magazine The Lancet published an article by prestigious
Spanish scientists and thinkers
who talked about the need to put
ideologies to one side and to analyse what happened from an ethical,
scientific and political point of view,
with honest criteria and no interests
involved. “We must see the type of

»

The pandemic has brought out
the best and the worst of us as a
society and it is the time to unite ethics,
legislation and politics in a thoughtful,
considered way”
information we have given to citizens and how it was given; study
what happened with the healthcare
personnel, who are exhausted. Ethical conflicts have been considered
in the decision-making in the ICUs,
emergency rooms, in the drug assignments. And this takes its toll from
the moral point of view.” •

A long professional career
Fernando Bandrés is a University
Professor in Biomedicine from the
Universidad Europea and a Senior
Lecturer for Legal Medicine and Toxicology at the Faculty of Medicine
at the Universidad Complutense de
Madrid (UCM). He directs the Extraordinary Complutense Professorship in Diagnosis and Innovation, Roche-UCM and the Advanced Studies
Classroom at the Fundación Tejerina.
He presides over the Scientific and

Organising Committee of the International and Inter-university Seminar
on Biomedicine and Human Rights
that has been held on a yearly basis
since 2004, with the participation of
both public and private institutions
and universities. Dr. Bandrés is also
a member of Asisa’s Bioethics and
Healthcare Rights Committee and he
has been the Dean of the Faculty of
Health Sciences at the Universidad
Europea de Madrid.

Fernando
Bandrés
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“Technical advances must be a means
for humanising, not an end”
The new
technological
advances must
be accompanied
by consideration
from the ethical
point of view.

On the website:

he genetic
»Tchallenge
ecessary
»Ninter-professional
collaboration
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W

ithin the strengths that have blossomed during the pandemic, there are
two that are highly relevant, according to Doctor Fernando Bandrés.
“One is the response of the healthcare professionals, who have taken the
word professionalism to a completely new level.” The other has been
the technological response. “If you compare
the case of the Coronavirus SARS-CoV-2 with
the HIV era, in a few weeks we had obtained its
genome, along with some diagnosis tests and
technologies from the care point of view in the
ICUs.” And if something has clearly come out
of this pandemic it is “a technological strength
that is going to allow us to create the healthcare of the 21st century.”
And although “technologies is a verb that
has to be conjugated”, the doctor indicates,
applying the technology in care homes for
the elderly, consulting rooms or care in the
home will improve healthcare. “There are
those who think that technologisation just
means applying the technology. This is not
the case. The technical advances must be a
means to humanise healthcare even more,
not just an end,” Bandrés affirms, quoting
the Argentinean physicist, scientific philoso-

pher and humanist, Mario Bunge who, in the
1970s restored the concept of techno-ethics,
a philosophical discipline that deals with the
moral valuation of the ends and uses of science
and technology. “Until recently, science was
scientific observation and experimentation,
but now we have access to new scientific information. This means a new cultural concept
which, if we don’t look at it in greater depth
from the ethical point of view, we will turn it
into the use and abuse of a specific technique,”
he criticises. •

Experiential anaemia
The doctors of the future are much better
prepared that the current ones, but “they are
lacking something that I have: years. They
have experiential anaemia at a time when
everything is happening at great speed.
After the pandemic, we will see how to
organise the human potential, with a greater
inter-professional collaboration in technological use.” For this reason, “a renewal of
the values is needed,” Doctor Bandrés adds.

‘Neo-humanising’ the
medicine of the future

F

or Doctor Bandrés. “rehumanising is a word that
sounds bad because we are
not in a state of dehumanisation. I would talk about
the need for ‘neo-humanisation’.” And how do we do this
with high technology and digitalisation? “Now a family practitioner sees a patient in three
minutes. When I have a consultation, with digitalisation I have
already read the patient’s clinical notes and I can talk to him
for ten minutes thanks to the
screen, or find out more about
him because, for example, I have

a software programme that evaluates his tone of voice or I can
see signs of pain on his face.”
According to Bandrés, “Technology will not cancel out
the clinical relationship with
patients; quite the contrary, it
will improve it and instead of
seeing the patient four times,
three of them for bureaucratic
reasons, I will be able to spend
more time with the patient over
the internet. And in ethical terms, this clinical relationship
model involves a compulsory
idea of bringing out the principle of honesty.” •

The right to die or palliative care

L

ast December, the Spanish
Congress passed the organic
draft law on the regulation of
euthanasia, which turns the
right to die into a service given
by the National Health System. The General Council of
Official Colleges of Doctors made an
announcement on the subject affirming that this means guaranteeing
by law the fact that euthanasia is a
medical act, which “is against our
Medical Deontological Code and
contradicts the positions of the
World Medical Association.” They
also report that “at no time has our
official appearance been requested.”
For Bandrés, “it has been carried
out too fast. Firstly, I would have
promoted palliative care a great
deal more. I am starting from the

premise that the vast majority of
people do not want to die, but rather
to live in another way when the situation is irreversible. I accept that
there might be special cases, but the
laws are made for a majority,” the
doctor affirms.
Additionally, Bandrés states “I
would like to know the opinion of
the jurists regarding the right to
die and that of delegating the responsibility to a healthcare worker.
I would ask for a modification of
the rule to ensure that the politician who voted in favour and a jurist should have to be alongside me
when making the decision. And this
is happening in a setting in which
the healthcare workers have been
exercising a defensive state of medicine,” he concludes. •
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The smart patient enters the consulting rooms
They are
seeking proven
information,
demanding
second and third
medical opinions,
they are experts
in their illnesses
and they want to
take part in the
decision-making
about their
health.
by Pilar Maurell
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P

atients have changed their attitudes
and want to take control of their health.
They are demanding, they look for proven information and they ask for more
than one opinion. This is affirmed by
Genís Carrasco, Doctor in Medicine and
Surgery, specialist in Intensive Care Medicine
at the SCIAS Hospital in Barcelona and author
of the essay El paciente inteligente/The smart
patient (Sello Editorial). “They are no longer
passive patients,” he states, “They have adopted a new attitude to medical practice, which
they have taken to the same level as other services,” Carrasco adds.
This is a type of patient that arose in the
US in the 1980s with the Smart Patient movement and that arrived in Spain in the year
2000. Since then many Schools of Patients
have been created, such as the one promoted
by the Health Council of La Rioja or the Andalusian Public Health School. “They involve
classes, meetings and workshops for patients,
particularly chronic patients, aimed at making

them into experts in their illness and making
better decisions,” Doctor Carrasco states. And
although “the expert chronic patient is the one
most seen,” now many people come to the
Doctor’s consulting room having looked for information on the internet. “The patients want
to take on a more prominent role and they are
entitled to this. They want to be at the centre of
the health system, to participate and to make
decisions,” according to Carrasco.
“A Medical philosopher said that the
most important thing that happened in the
21st century was not the invention of the
scanner or the Pet scan; the true revolution was this new smart patient who wants
to take a leading role,” the expert recalls. “It
is an unstoppable reality and as professionals we must accept this movement, jump
on the bandwagon and change the classic
paternalism,” the doctor recommends. The
fact is that this new movement, although it
has now come of age, has caught healthcare
professionals by surprise.

21 SECONDS
“A book published in the USA called Smart Patient estimates that a doctor takes 21 seconds
to interrupt the patient in an interview. I have
consulted with several colleagues and they did
not even last half a minute. As doctors, we find
it hard to accept this change of paradigm, particularly the older generation. They have not
become aware of the change and they have to
adapt. I am sure that nurses have another view
of healthcare and they have already adapted
better to these changes,” Carrasco reflects.
And the reason behind this lies in the fact
that the career of Medicine “still lies in the
19th century and does not respond to reality.
They train you in specialities, when medicine is transversal. You receive no training in
communication with patients, how to give bad
news or how to put ourselves in the patient’s
shoes,” the expert affirms, recalling that doctors learn all these skills “on the go and in the
daily reality.”
“Medicine is increasingly becoming seen as
just another service. But unlike a hotel, where the customer can appreciate a room with
a view, what patients are looking for is a relationship with the professional. And a hospital
will be good if I have gone there and found a
orthopaedic surgeon who treated me as an

Intensive care and the writer
Genís Carrasco is the
author of ‘El paciente
inteligente’, a practical guide to discover
our rights and duties.
The book reveals the
structure of public and
private health, it offers
advice to make a list
of key questions before visiting the doctor and it gives us
tools to understand both the
doctors and the diagnosis. It
also explains the 31 most frequent illnesses and syndromes
and it gives us strategies to

manage our health in
times of crisis.
“I became interested
in the subject because
my wife is an anthropologist and she made
me see that we don’t
notice the changes
that happen in society.
From this point onwards, I
talked to patients associations and I wrote the book,”
Carrasco explains. “We must
help patients to move around
in the world of medicine,” he
states.

Genís Carrasco

equal and some nurses who have looked after
me as I deserve,” the doctor reasons.
HUMANISING THE SYSTEM
The new technologies have also speeded this
change up. “They involve areas of light
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and shadows. They have improved the
technical part of medicine a great deal, but if
they aren’t managed correctly, they become
a barrier. If you end up looking at the screen
more than at the patient and you don’t see it
as a whole, it is bad. Because Mr. John does not
only have Covid-19, he is also a widower, he is
alone or with a small pension and overmedicated,” recalls Carrasco. “You must evaluate him
overall and technology does not allow this if
you only concentrate on it.” This is the reason
for movements such as personalised medicine
or the healthcare system centred on patients.
“Yes to technology, but yes also to humanism
in medicine, a movement that is trying to get
back to a personal relationship and that is trying to see the patient as a human being and
not as a specific illness.”
This means much more work for doctors in a
healthcare system where time is always lacking. For Carrasco, “standardising treatments
or treating everyone with protocols is easier,
but it is more like an industrial process.” And
one of the great problems of humanising
medicine “is that the processes must also be
humanised. I might be very in favour of this
change, but if I am a family doctor and I have
to see 60 patients in an hour, treating patients
in a human manner is very difficult,” he affirms. “The exercising of standardised medicine,
which wants to be productive and de-humanised is easier and cheaper for the system than
personalised, human medicine,” he adds.
But the idea is not about choosing between
one or the other, because “there is no choice.”
“Patients legitimately demand that we incorporate the technology, they also want a humanistic view,” the expert states, indicating: “We
have to move towards a personalised medi-

Exhausted personnel
In April the pandemic swept everything
before it like a tidal wave with the healthcare system weakened by cutbacks. “The
professionals responded magnificently,”
Doctor Genís Carrasco acknowledges, war-
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cine that requires more time and resources.”
Because society evolves in this way and the
professionals must change along with it. “It
is not medicine that changes society, but rather society that modifies the way we exercise
medicine,” Carrasco adds. And for this reason
“the smart patient movement is unstoppable
because it responds to changes in society’s
ethical values.”
Carrasco recalls that ethics appear when
society starts not accepting the moral reasons of religion. “And this is the point when
we must create some values and ethics agreed
upon with citizens and adapt them to the
changes. They are values that continuously
evolve and that also change medicine. For
example, euthanasia is now socially accepted,
but 50 years ago, a large part of society looked
at it with horror.”

ning that in this third wave, “The healthcare
workers are exhausted.” “The problem now
does not involve the number of ICU beds
or the ventilators, but rather the lack of
professionals to care for the patients, which
is particularly serious in the case of nurses
specialising in critical cases,” he states.

More demanding
The hygiene measures imposed by the
pandemic worsened and determined
the relationship between patients and
doctors. “For epidemiological reasons
this relationship takes place divided by
face masks, face screens, protective
goggles, PPEs… The nurses at the hospital wrote their names on their tunics
because it was difficult to recognise
them,” Carrasco explains. “We are
living through a exceptional times, but
when all this has passed, patients will
continue demanding what they were
asking for before the pandemic and
with greater interest,” the expert adds,
acknowledging: “Covid-19 has made
us more demanding about everything
and people who have gone through
such hard times become more critical.
Now they are having to give up their
rights as patients and relatives to receive face-to-face information, but when
society is aware that this situation has
moved on, it will demand all these
rights with greater insistence.”

On the website

isinformation
»Dand
Covid
atient
»Pautonomy

DISINFORMATION
“If you put garlic and AIDS on Google,
thousands of news items will appear guaranteeing that garlic cures AIDS,” Carrasco
denounces. “You can’t do open searches on
internet about health subjects. Patients must
learn to filter, “he states. “The Internet is a
sea of disinformation where, sometimes, there is a fish of good information,” the expert
states, recalling the scandal that arose in the
first wave of the pandemic regarding whether
those over the age of 80 could be admitted to
the ICUs or not.
“Smart patients look for new sources and
they contrasts them; those who do not have
this capacity, which are the majority, listen
to the media,” he states. “In Catalonia there
was a circular from the Medical Emergencies System that seemed to say this, but this
was not the case. I have been an ICU doctor
for my entire professional career. We have
always decided whether a patient is admitted
or not according to a series of variables and we
will continue acting according to our criteria,
which are always in the patient’s benefit.” Carrasco categorically affirms, having written an
article in Catalunyapress to clarify this point.
“This news item generated a great deal of
anxiety for families with elderly members who

thought that they would be left without any
care. At the ICU where I work this has never
happened,” he recalls. And the fact is, according to Carrasco, the monopoly of the information held by the doctors and the traditional
media in this case was diluted on social media,
where it can’t be contrasted. “It is not good for
the traditional media to lose importance because social media is taking its place. Social
media is useful, but you must know how to differentiate. The smart patient, while looking
for information, acquires skills and develops
a critical spirit,” Genís Carrasco concludes. •

»

You can’t do open
searches on the
internet about health
subjects. Patients must
learn to filter”

How do you filter information on the internet?
“Patients must get used to the idea that what is freely available on the internet is a sea
of information that might not be real,” Carrasco explains. But, how can it be filtered?
“It is not difficult,” the doctor affirms. “Learn by seeing who puts up the information; if
it is a prestigious organism such as the WHO or a scientifically recognised entity, the
information may certainly be true. Then look for quality seals, which are very useful.
Here we have the one belonging to the Official College of Doctors of Barcelona ,” the
expert mentions, who recommends mistrusting personal pages, blogs and information
that does not provide a bibliography or that gives implausible information. “And if
you are still not clear, you should talk to the doctor about it when you go to the consulting rooms because a medical professional can help you to filter.”
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Adventure in

WILD TAIGA

Famous for its beautiful, virgin nature, the border between Finland and
Russia is home to a movie-set area made up of forests, lakes and crystalclear rivers, perfect for both seekers of peace and adrenaline-junkies alike.
The Taiga is also one of the few areas where the European version of the
‘five largest’ wild animals may be observed in their natural environment.
by Sergio Escartín

A unique experience in a safe
environment. Recommending a
safe trip in times of a world-wide
pandemic is not easy, and more so
when the destination is home to five
of the most extravagant mammals in
Europe. Known as Wild Taiga, this
borderland between Finland and
Russia is one of the regions with the
lowest contagion rate on the continent. Covid-19 has barely touched a
territory dominated by brown bears,
elk, lynx, wolverines and wolves, the
large wild animals that roam free
through the forests of Kainuu.
Far from being put off by this,
increasingly more travellers opt for
experiencing adventures in an idyllic landscape that offers both peace
and relaxation, along with adventure and adrenaline. The Taiga region
is located in north-eastern Finland,
an hour’s flight from the capital city,
Helsinki, and it ranges along the
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Russian border on the land occupied by the Kuhmo and Suomussalmi peoples. Endless forests of
evergreen trees, marshes, crystal
clear waters and a rich wild life.
Amongst the varied offer of guided
tours, the wild animals of the forest
can be observed and photographed,
particularly the large beasts (bears,
wolves and wolverines), which are
rare or extinct in other parts of Europe. The Bear Centre has 29 glazed
hides around the forest that help
when observing and photographing
the animals. Travellers can sleep
several nights in this safe setting
and they will also be able to see
reindeer, flying squirrels, beavers
and large birds of prey. The season
starts at the beginning of April with
a white blanket of snow; it continues
during the green summer months
and ends with the autumn colours
in October.

Wild Taiga offers all the different sides
of nature at its wildest, including large
animals roaming free and the possibility
of enjoying the aurora boreal.

Summertime relaxation following the
rhythm of the midnight sun. The summer days never end in Wild Taiga, with
24 hours of sun during the solstice and
endless relaxing activities. From fishing
and canoe trips on the great lakes in
the region to hiking or biking under the
trees. The unique landscape encourages
travellers to commune with nature and
enjoy the wildlife, while collecting all
kinds of berries and wild food. The open
air activities are impregnated with local
culture, with the rhythm of the famous
Kuhmo Chamber Music Festival and the
Sommelo Music Festival. With a culture
marked by the national Kalevala saga,
there are many trips to revisit the stories
about the deities from Finish mythology.
It would be unthinkable to miss enjoying
an authentic Finish sauna alongside the
locals, as well as savouring the natural
food offered by its lands and where fish,
game and fungi play leading roles. For
the youngest members of the family,
Father Christmas’ house is always ready
to leave them speechless.
Adrenaline in a movie-set winter.
Powder snow, fresh air and frozen lakes.
The winter landscape offers unique
experiences, ranging from cross-country
skiing on frozen lakes or sled rides pulled
by teams of huskies through the snowy
countryside, to more adrenaline-pumping
activities such as white water rafting
offered by Wild’s Piira. After putting on a
floating suit, the adventurer moves over a
frozen lake and is led to the rapids, where
they slide down at great speed. Bathing
in freezing water, after the compulsory
sauna, building an igloo under extreme
conditions and following routes using
snowshoes or bicycles along the paths
of Kylmäluoma are other activities to test
travellers. The lack of light during the
winter does not encourage the appearance of the aurora boreal, one of the greatest
spectacles of nature. In Vuokatti safaris
are carried out with snowmobiles at dusk
to seek out these magical northern lights.
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H E A LT H I N YO U R H A N D S
by Sergio Escartín

Most of our daily
situations involve
the use of mobile
technology and
its applications.
Communicating,
exercising,
meditating,
shopping, moving
around, carrying
out administrative
or banking
procedures… and
now these include
more and more
activities related to
the health sector.
There are many
applications that
are changing
habits and
revolutionising the
medical paradigm
for many patients
and professionals,
turning the socalled ‘mHeath’
revolution into a
reality that has
come to stay. Here
at ‘Compartir’,
we offer you a
selection of the
most popular
applications for
keeping fit and
improving your
control over your
health.
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Asana Rebel
Yoga and fitness for
getting into shape
An app to stretch and activate
both your body and mind. It
combines up to 100 yoga and
fitness exercises for getting
into shape, for whatever aim
you have: gaining strength or
resistance, losing weight, getting
into shape or learning to meditate.
Asana Rebel also
offers users
relaxing sounds
and meditation
sessions to do at
any time of the
day.

S

Calm
Meditation and sleep
This app is aimed at finding the
perfect state of calmness. It is the
most downloaded app amongst users
seeking mindfulness, meditation and
sleep to overcome stress, anxiety,
insomnia and sadness. Audio sessions
and relaxing melodies to sooth you,
relaxing you, making you sleep better
and becoming calmer.

Yuka
Product analysis
Yuka is an app that scans food
and cosmetic product labels,
analysing their composition and
evaluating their effects on your
health. The analysis takes the
nutritional quality, the presence
of additives and the ecological
nature of each product into
account. When
scanning, it
analyses each
ingredient
and offers the
detailed result
on a table of
colours.

30 days in shape challenge
Training at home
Amongst the important exercise
applications on offer, ‘Reto Deportivo
30’ (Sport Challenge 30) stands
out due to its 30 day training at
home proposal. Users choose a plan
according to their needs and state
of fitness and from this moment they
face up to the challenge of suitable
exercises that increase in intensity
to improve physical fitness. Each
challenge has
an explanatory
video to ensure
the exercises
are carried out
correctly.

SocialDiabetes
Controlling diabetes
This
application
allows patients
to carry out
a complete
control of their
diabetes. It
can link up
to glucometers and continuous
glucose monitors. SocialDiabetes
adds the recording of insulin,
carbohydrates and physical
activity to offer precise data,
reports, detailed graphs and even
insulin recommendations adapted
to the user’s parameters.

Sleep Cycle
Wake up fit to go
Sleep Cycle is a smart alarm clock
that monitors users’ sleeping and
waking patterns, with specific
sounds during the light sleep
phase. The aim is to wake up
at an optimum moment to feel
completely rested and full of
energy.

Kwit
Stop smoking
Inspired by cognitive
and behavioural
therapy, Kwit helps
to fight the side
effects of stopping
smoking. The app
uses games and
strategies to face
up to the anxiety.
Kwit offers inspiring
and motivating
messages in search
of the goal, while
also showing the daily advance
counting the cigarettes not
smoked and the money saved.

Facemóvil
A gluten-free world
The Spanish Federation of Celiac
Associations developed this
food safety tool for celiacs or
those who have to eat a glutenfree diet. It has over 15,000
products indexed, in addition to
restaurants,
hotels and
points of
sale with
suitable
products to
help patients
identify
products and
feel safe.

FibriCheck
Heart rate
This medically approved application
allows the user’s heart rate to
be easily controlled. The finger
is placed on the mobile phone’s
camera for 60 seconds and
FibriCheck offers a detailed
report of the measurement.
Recommendations indicate that it
should be used twice a day to help
detect disorders
in the heart
rate, such as
arrhythmia
and to prevent
any possible
complications.

Nooddle
Eat healthily and
easily
Nooddle is an app that helps
to improvise healthily with the
ingredients that we have to hand.
The aim, in addition to not wasting
food, is to offer a simple, healthy
solution with the foods that you have
in your cupboards.
Nooddle proposes
menus of 20
minutes or less
and offers recipes
by type of dish
or personalised
according to
preferences.
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CO N TAC T L ES S M A S S AG ES
Alternatives for safely relaxing and
eliminating stress in times of Covid.
Combining ‘social distancing’
with safely having an anti-stress massage is complicated, however many
safety measures and protocols are
applied to prevent any contact. In
2020, massage centres experienced
their worst year ever and the outlook
for 2021 is not good. A survey by the
American Massage Therapy Association reveals that only 19% of Americans
admitted to having had a massage last
year, a devastating figure if compared
with the 48% of 2019. To counteract
this trend, new services are proliferating, offering this experience without
any contact at all.
One of the most popular options is
the hyperbaric chamber, which consists of the medical use of 100% pure
oxygen in a pressurised room. Customers can book sessions in a room
with an air pressure that is three times higher than normal, which allows
more oxygen to enter the body. This
treatment, always prescribed by a
doctor, encourages relaxation and
concentration.
Cryotherapy is another alternative

on the rise. This involves the use of extreme cold to tackle skin lesions, but
it is also used in booths for relaxation,
increasing vitality and generating a
feeling of recharged energy. The contrast between heat and cold provides
relaxing properties, an essential aspect
for fighting against insomnia or stress.
Another option is the so-called salt
caves, spaces that replicate the normal conditions in a salt cave and invite users to breathe easily, in a natural,
pure, saline environment. The result
is a feeling of total relaxation. The
same pleasure is produced by floatation tanks, where the user baths in a
gravity-free booth that holds water and
a high level of Epsom salts. The combination allows the user to float, and even
sleep, effortlessly.
Finally, so-called ‘infrared saunas’
exchange the traditional steam bath for
the application of direct heat thanks to
infrared lamps. This technique allows
users to sweat much more at lower
temperatures, and therefore eliminating more toxins during the experience. The greatest benefit is that it

helps to calm anxiety and reduce stress levels
because sweating is important for levelling
out cortisol, the main hormone released as
a response to stress. •

DISCONNECTION
Book

Decálogo del buen
ciudadno (Decalogue of
the good citizen)
Ediciones Península
Victor Lapuente, the
author of ‘El retorno
de los chamanes’ puts
the analyse of society’s
challenges to one side
in order to concentrate
on the ones faced by a
lost, anxious individual in
the selfie era. The author
proposes some ethics to help with the
current challenges and become better
people in a narcissistic world.
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Series

App

Lupin

Memrise

Netflix
Omar Sy takes on
the role of Assane
Diop, inspired by
the adventures of
Arsenio Lupin, the
famous gentleman
thief, to avenge the
death of his father,
ordered by a rich
family. Diop will use
all the tricks that he
finds in an ancient
book to clear up the case. An exciting
and entertaining series.

iOS and Android
An attractive
language
learning
alternative that
ensures users
constantly have fun. The
community also takes part
in the learning process,
with videos and questions.
English, French, German,
Japanese, Italian, Russian,
Portuguese, Arabic and
Korean are some of the languages
available on the app.
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